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The Deutsch TE Advantage 
§  All of our assemblies, modules spices, etc are sold with our AS39029 contacts manufactured here for 

a more ruggedized application, withstanding more vibration. 

§  Deutsch is the only manufacturer that includes our manufactured contacts with the assemblies with 
our products. This ensures traceability and reliability. Other manufactures use and buy to supply 
contacts from outside sources with assemblies.   

§  All products can be design specific to any customers needs. 

•  Deutsch offers a single rail assembly, for single mount applications no other manufacture has this 
design. 

•  Deutsch offers easy removal insertion of single rails inside multi module assemblies. 

•  Deutsch offers bulk buy (in quantities of 100 per bag less contacts) for a more economic selling 
solution. 
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Features and benefits 
. 

§  CTJ module housings are of  all composite construction. 

§  Uses only standard SAE AS39029/22 socket contacts 

§  Buss Bars are impacted and are of one piece construction. 

•  360 degrees  Dielectric contact retention fingers. 

•  CTJ modules are designed to be mounted in rails, directly into chassis or onto circuit boards or in 
some instances in-line. 

•  Environmentally sealed to withstand hydraulic fluid immersion 

§  Environmentally sealed to prevent FOD issues 
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Common Termination Applications Examples 
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Grounding Applications for Commercial Aerospace 
Lighting systems for Commercial Aerospace 
Unmanned Flight and Ground Systems 
Combat Systems and weaponry 
Military Aerospace 
 



TE Offerings 

Module Offerings 
§  CTD – Bussing module for power distribution 
§  CTJ1 – Feedback modules with various bussing arrangements 

§  CTJ4 - Electronic component modules that house discrete components and circuits. 
§  CTJ5 - PC Board, Flat Flex Cable Mountable. 

§  CTJ6 & CTJ9 – Flange mountable inline connector design 
§  CTJ7 – Grounding modules using either flange mount, or stud mount designed to 

                 Rail and mounting options 
•  CTJ3 -  Metallic rail per arrangement needed 
•  DCR-    Composite version of CTJ3 rail 
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The Bussed Overview-what is it?  

 
 
 

The Deutsch Feedback modules offer a lightweight junction system with a full range of bussing 
arrangements and contact sizes.  These are available in the CTD and CTJ1 series.  Our Bussed 
connectors feature a single integrated buss bar which exceeds the industry standards from other 
manufacture offerings and features standard Mil AS39029 Deutsch contacts.  

 
A buss bar, or buss, is a thin conductive strip connecting two or more contacts within the body of a 
connector.  Buss bars allow power or data to be fed into a connector through one or more terminals and 
drawn out as needed through the other contacts on the same buss. Connectors can carry one or more 
buss bars, creating multiple independent electrical circuits within the same connector body and 
distributing power or data to many components.  A single bussed connector can replace several 
standard connectors, or splices saving space, wiring and weight. 
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CTJ Series Specialized Modules 
CTD 
•  Uses a rugged A39029 socket 

contact terminated to one piece 
(cold-headed) internal pin buss 
bars 

•  Accommodates common bussing 
of 6 to 20 contacts in a small 
area.   

•  CTD distribution modules 
accommodate varied sizes of 
contacts within the same buss 

•  Internal bussbars are configured 
to allow connections of various 
combinations of wires for 
protections against 
environmental resistance and 
vibration 
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CTJ Series Specialized Modules 
CTJ1 
•  Uses a rugged A39029 socket contact 

terminated to internal pin buss bars 

•  Accommodates common bussing of 6 to 20 
contacts in a small area.   

•  Internal bussbars are configured to allow 
connections of various combinations of wires 
for protections against environmental 
resistance and vibration 

•  360 degrees  Dielectric contact retention 
fingers 

•  Uses a rugged A39029 socket contact 
terminated to one piece (headed) internal pin 
buss bars 
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The Diodes and Resistors-what are they used for? 

Deutsch CTJ420 Series and In-line termination systems (65049 and 65053 splices) are modules and 
splices that are useful anywhere you need to regulate power or protect a device against a potential 
power surge. 

A diode allows the current to flow in one direction only.  By preventing current from traveling a circuit in 
the wrong direction, a diode can protect an electronic device from damage.  Devices with batteries will 
often use diodes to prevent power from flowing in reverse if the batter is not installed correctly.   
A resistor limits or blocks current flow in both directions.  Resistors protect sensitive electronics by 
limiting the amount of electricity that can flow to the device through the resistor, and therefore preventing 
power spikes. For example, the resistors are used to prevent power surges from burning out an LED by 
restricting current flow to the light. 

Deutsch diode and resistor connectors are easily added to an application after the fact if unwanted 
power surges are discovered. We can design in any diode or resistor need for any customer's 
applications.  This can be created quickly in design and deliverability. 
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CTJ Series Specialized Modules 
CTJ4 Series 
•  Each module houses small printed circuit 

boards incorporating diodes 

•  The input/output wiring is sealed with 
silicone rubber grommet 

•  Input /output wiring is sealed with silicone 
rubber grommet to protect against 
environmental hazards 

•  Designed to function in most fluids 
encountered in many military or aerospace 
environments.  

•  May be placed near transient suppression 
devices that they are designed to protect. 
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CTJ Series Rail Assemblies 
CTJ5 
•  PC Board, flat flex cable mountable 

•  Low mass termination device for printed circuit boards 

•  Uses A39029/22 sockets which accept wiring and connect through 
to straight solder pin contacts 

•  Connects through to straight solder pin contacts designed to plug in 
specialized components 

•  Uses a standard insertion/removal tool 

•  All contacts in a CTJ5 are discrete, mainly used to take single leads 
from a PC board out to wire 

•  Fluid resistant  in Military or Aerospace environments.  Available to 
operate in hydraulic fluid immersion. 
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CTJ Series Specialized Modules 
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CT6 and CT9 
•  Small, lightweight modules 

designed for flange mounting or 
in-line mounting for simultaneous 
connect/disconnect of many 
wires 

•  Flange or In-line mountable. 

•  Cork in bottle interfacial seal 
between the mating halves and 
environmentally resistant 

•  Available with strain relief 

•  PCB tail contacts or with crimp 
backpack 

 



CTJ Series Specialized Modules 
 

CTJ7  
•  Grounding modules designed for 

grounding applications that need a 
small rugged device that also offers 
sealing and assembly ease 

•  Can be used to adapt any 
electromechanical component using 
screw type termination. The threaded 
stud can replace the screw terminals. 

•  One piece construction resistant to 
shock and vibration, lightweight and 
dissipates heat.  

•  Two configurations for mounting Stud 
and Flange. 
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CTJ Series Specialized Junctions 

CTG-Grounding Junctions 
 
•  Provides a simple method of terminating a wire to 

the ground. 
•  Wires with Crimp type contacts inserted into 

grounding junctions and be attached to any 
grounding surface. 

•  Available in four sizes, 22-12. 
•  Provide environmental sealed ground protection 

against shock and vibration 

 

Contacts 
•  Uses Mil Spec AS39029 type contacts. 

•  Standardized assembly tools, sockets and pins to 
reduce inventory and simplify maintenance 

•  Available in four sizes, 22, 20, 16 and 12 
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CTJ  
MIL-T-81714 (Series II)  

CTL, CTM & CTN Series 
•  In-line junctions for connection two to four wires 
•  In-line, and multi-junctions for housing and sealing individual components. 
•  In-Line Mountable 
•  Use crimp style contacts A39029 
•  CTM Connects and busses four wires. It can be used to replace the “Y” splice and terminal 

strips 
•  Special configurations and designs available 
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CTJ  
MIL-T-81714 (Series II)  

65049 and 65053 In-line Termination System 
•  Universal Housings with diodes, fuses, resistors, etc. per customer specifications 
•  Quick electrical solution 
•  Crimp socket contacts (AS39029) 
•  Environmentally sealed. 
•  Fluid resistant materials 
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CTJ Rail and Mounting Assemblies 
CTJ3-Rail Assembly 

•  Designed to hold up to 50 variations  

•  Extruded Aluminum Alloy 

•  Lightweight yet strong against shock and 
vibration 

CTJ-Mounting brackets 

•  Provides space-saving ability to mount two 
sizes 22,20,16 or one size 12 type modules. 

•  Also acts as a heat sink. 

CTJ8-RFI/EMI Rail Shield   

Lightweight package that is assembled onto Rails 
including those already to mounted to shield and 
protect the enclosed wiring and circuitry.  

DCR 

•  Composite lightweight corrosion-proof mounting 
system available multiple rail lengths 
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Easily insertable and removability 
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Mil Cross Part number Cross References 
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Composite Termination Systems 
The Common Termination System consists of a system of wires and components that are interconnected to one another by the use of a 

standard AS39029 socket contact only.  All of the pin contacts are housed within the modules.  (more ruggedized solution) 
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Feedback Modules (CTJ1):     Act like a terminal strip.  Each module accommodates a single contact size bussed internally to a copper bar 

Distribution Modules (CTD): Used when two or more contact sizes are needed per module. Buss bars are forged from single copper piece 

Grounding Modules (CTJ7, CTG):   Developed to provide multiple grounds made of common point. This is a feedback module grounded to structure.  

Component Junction Modules (CTJ5):        Provides a method of terminating wire to printed circuit boards, tape and flat cable 

Electronic Modules (CTJ4):          Designed to contain a variety of circuit arrangements for rectifying filtering and arc suppression 

Plug and Receptacle (CTJ6, CTJ9):       Designed for applications involving the simultaneous connection and disconnection of groups of wires. The receptacle                    
module can also contain pins extended from the rear grommet to accept flat cable 

In-Line Electronic  Junctions (65049. 65053, CTN):  Single and Double termination using AS39029 contacts. These house electronics (diodes resistors, etc, 
components) An environmental solution to add components.  

In line Splices (CTL, CTM):   in line splices designed to joins two to  four wires (splice using crimp contacts).  Designed to join  two in-line junctions bussed together. 

Module Rails:    Designed to accommodate various modules which can be individually snapped in and out. Available in Composite and metalized with plating options 
as well. 

Relay Modules rails systems (CTS, 65008,)-  Component rail assemblies that replace relay racks.  Consists of a rail, crimp style sockets, and seals.  

 Relay Socket Modules (CTS,65009)   Modules that can be plugged in by hand and unlocked by a module removal tool.  Contacts can be easily removed without 
disturbing the component or other circuits.   

 

 


